rence relation starting with different initial conditions. Here Z0 = 2, Lx = 1, and for n greater than or equal to 2, Ln = Ln_1 + Ln_2.
Pattern seekers are drawn to the connections within and between these two number sequences. In this paper, we will explore some of our favorites:
77
= 77 77 I 77 77 rm + n m + 1 n m n ? 1
All of these identities can be proved using algebraic means (induction, generating functions, determinants, hyperbolic functions, and so on) [10] . While these tech?
niques are valid, they can be less than illuminating. In contrast, combinatorial arguments view an identity as a story which can be told from two different points of view. Each side recounts the stoiy in a different but accurate way.
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We present several combinatorial interpretations of Fibonacci and Lucas numbers and their connections. Using one of these interpretations (tiling), many Fibonacci and Lucas identities practically reduce to "proofs without words" [7] . For your enjoyment, we present our favorites in a concrete combinatorial fashion.
Combinatorial Interpretations
We begin with different interpretations of Fibonacci numbers.
Let an denote the number of length n binary sequences with no consecutive O's.
Then an satisfies the recurrence an = an_l + an_2 since any such sequence beginning with 1 can be extended in an_1 ways and a sequence beginning with 0 must be followed by 1 and can be extended in an_2 ways. Thus an grows like the Fibonacci numbers. Since a0 = 1 = F2 and ax = 2 = F5, we have an = Fn+2 for all n greater than zero. For a graph theoretic interpretation of Fibonacci numbers, let bn denote the number of ways to select a subset of nonadjacent vertices from a path on n vertices (Figure 1) . Such a subset of vertices is called an independent set. Notice bn_2 and bn_1 count the number of independent subsets that do and do not contain the first point on the path, respectively. Thus bn also satisfies the Fibonacci recurrence. 
THE COLLEGE MATHEMATICS JOURNAL
This representation leads to elegant combinatorial interpretations of Fibonacci number identities. For example, identity (l) (after replacing n with n + l) becomes Jm + n JmJn * Jm ? lJn ? l '
The left side of this identity counts the number of ways to tile a length m + n board.
To interpret the right side, we notice that tilings come in two varieties: either they can be separated into a length m tiling followed by a length n tiling, or they Analogously, let Bn denote the number of independent sets in a cycle graph with n vertices. Just as before, Bn = An = Ln, since independent sets of vertices corre?
spond to the O's in the binaiy sequences. This is illustrated in Figure 4 . Let Cn denote the number of series of l's and 2's that sum to n with the end point restriction that it may not begin and end with a 2. By conditioning on the first term, we obtain Cn = cn_x + cn_5 =Fn+ Fn_2 = Ln_x.
As you might expect, we let ln denote the number of ways to tile a circular lXw board with squares and dominoes (objects of length 1 and 2 respectively). Cells are VOL 30, NO. 5, NOVEMBER 1999 361 uniquely identifies whether it is generated by the first or second case. While the last proof established a one-to-one correspondence between two sets of tilings, identity (4), (after replacing n with n + l), which is equivalent to ^n ~T~ ^n + 2 = 5Jn, will be established by a five-to-one correspondence.
For an n-board tiling T, we generate five distinct bracelets of size n or n + 2. As Figure 7 illustrates, the first T-.
Bx: Figure 7 . From a tiled n-board T, create an in phase n-bracelet and 3 distinct (n + 2)-bracelets.
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Bx\ In phase n-bracelet obtained from T by gluing cells n and 1 together.
B2: In phase (n + 2)-bracelet obtained by placing squares on cells 1 and 2, followed by T. In phase (n + 2)-bracelet obtained by placing a domino on cells 1 and 2, followed by T. Out of phase (n + 2)-bracelet obtained by placing a domino on cells n + 2 and 1, followed by 7*.
At this point in our construction, there are only two types of bracelets that have not been accounted for, namely: out of phase n-bracelets and in phase (n + 2)-bracelets that begin with a square followed by a domino. Our last bracelet B5 will depend on whether T ends with a square or domino. See Figure 8 . This completes the desired five-to-one correspondence.
Simultaneous Tilings
At first glance, identity (6) does not look amenable to combinatorial interpretation due to the presence of the ( ?1);/. An approach using simultaneous tilings and induction was successfully used in [6] . Here we draw a more direct connection by exhibiting an almost one-to-one correspondence which does the trick. In this section, it will be convenient to establish a descriptive notation for tiling an n-board. We shalMet deise2dGiseA ??? denote the tiling beginning with e1>0 dominoes, followed by e2>l squares, then e5>l dominoes, and so on, where 2el + e2 + 2^ + eA + ??? = n. For example, the tiling in Figure 2 (n?l)-board and an (n + l)-board, respectively. Given a simultaneous tiling {A, B) not equal to an all-domino tiling, there exists a unique k, 0 < k < n/2, such that the first k tiles of both A and B are dominoes, but the k + 1st tile of A or B is a square. See Figure 9 . Suppose the k + 1st tile of A is a square, then A = dksa where a is a tiling of length n ? 2 k ? 1, and B = dkb, where b is a tiling of length n ? 2k. Here we associate the pair {A, B'), where A = dka and B' = dksb. On the other hand, if the k + 1st tile of A is a domino, then A = dk+1a where a has length n ? 2k? 2, and B = dksb, where ?> has length n ? 2k? 1. In this case, we associate the pair (A, Bf), where A = dksa and B' = dk+1 b. Notice that for both (A, B) and (A, Bf), the first square occurs in cell 2& + 1, i.e., k is preserved in our mapping. The reverse mapping is constructed by essentially letting Bf play the role of A and A play the role of B. When n is even, the pair (dn/2, dn/2) has no first square, and is therefore not paired up with any (A,B').
Thus, for even n, fn =fn-\fn+\ + 1-When n is odd, then (A, B) necessarily has a first square, but will never be paired with (d{n~l)/2, d(n+1)/2). Thus, for odd n, f2 =fn-1fn+1 -1.
Case 1:
A':
B': Figure 9 -To prove f2 =fn~ifn + i +(~l)n, we draw an almost one-to-one mapping be? tween n-board tiling pairs and pairs of (n ? l)-board and (n + l)-board tilings.
It is not surprising that there exists an analogous
Lucas version of identity 6.
Using a similar argument, one can show that /2 = '*-i'*+i+(-l)"-5.
For a combinatorial proof of this and more general identities see [3] .
Concluding Remarks
So where do you go from here? We have merely scratched the surface of the even been used to "explain" continued fraction identities [4] .) The possibilities are practically uncountable.
